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Varanasi, one of world's oldest living cities, is
rightly called the religious capital of India.
Varanasi is also known as Banaras, Benaras or
Kashi. This holy city is located in Uttar Pradesh
in northern India. It is the holiest of the seven
sacred spots for Hindus.

Considered as the abode of Lord Shiva,
Varanasi is situated on the banks of River
Ganga, which is believed to have the power of
washing away all of one's sins. Every devout
Hindu hopes to visit the city at least once in a
lifetime, take a holy dip at the famous 'Ghats'
(river front) of the Ganga. In Hinduism it is
believed that those who die and are cremated
here get an instant gateway to liberation from
the cycle of births and rebirths.

The earliest known archaeological evidence
suggests that settlement around Varanasi in the
Ganga valley (the seat of Aryan religion and
philosophy) began in the 11th or 12th century
BC, placing it among the World's oldest
continually inhabited cities.

It is also called as the city of temples. Looking at
the number of temples in Varanasi, it is hard to
believe in Varanasi, it is hard to believe that
many of them were destroyed by Mohammad
Ghauri in the 12th century. Among innumerable
(about 23,000) temples in Varanasi, the most
worshiped are: the Kashi Vishwanath Temple -
dedicated to Varanasi's presiding deity Shiva
(Vishwanath – "Lord of the world"); the Sankat
Mochan Hanuman Temple; and the Durga
Temple known for the band of monkeys that
reside in the large trees nearby.

In the 16th century, Varanasi experienced a
cultural revival under the Mughal
emperor Akbar who patronised the city, and built
two large temples dedicated
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Economy
GDP:
S&P further slashes India’s growth forecast to 3.5% from 5.2% for FY21 + Info

Import - export:
Government extends foreign trade policy by one year + Info
JNPT handles 5 mn TEUs for second year in a row + Info
Labour-driven export sectors run for cover + Info
As coronavirus spreads, textile and garment exports may decline by 40% + Info
Govt allows pharma formulations exports under export-linked scheme + Info

Inflation:
Food inflation to trend under 4% over the next six months + Info

TAX/GST:
Direct tax shortfall likely to touch a 20-year high + Info
Covid-driven tax reliefs to cost government 2-3% of GDP + Info

 

Norms & Regulations
Govt to bring amendments to Competition law for greater regulation of etailers: FM + Info
Tax officials ready with rules, forms to implement Vivad Se Vishwas scheme + Info
Govt sets up panel for changes in mining policy to woo private companies + Info

Upcoming Events
Fairs:
Upcoming Trade fairs in India 2020 + Info

to Shiva and Vishnu, though much of modern
Varanasi was built during the 18th century, by
the Maratha and Brahmin kings. The Kingdom of
Benares was given official status by
the Mughals in 1737, and continued as a
dynasty-governed area until Indian
independence in 1947.

Ghats are embankments made of stone slabs
along the river bank where pilgrims perform
ritual ablutions. These ghats are an integral
compliment to the concept of divinity
represented in physical, metaphysical and
supernatural elements. All the ghats are
locations on "the divine cosmic road", indicative
of "its manifest transcendental dimension".
Varanasi has at least 84 ghats. Most of the
ghats are bathing ghats, while others are used
as cremation sites. Many ghats are associated
with legends and several are now privately
owned.

The holy city has been a symbol of spiritualism,
philosophy and mysticism for thousands of years
and has been endowed with the presence of
great saints and personalities like Guatama
Buddha, Kabir, Tulsi Das, Swami Ramananda,
Guru Ravidas, and Patanjali. Three of the
Twenty-four Jain Tirthankar were born in
Varanasi.

“Bondage and Liberation are of
the mind alone”
 - Ramakrishna Paramhansa
(Hindu Mystic, Philosopher &
Saint)

INDOLINK Consulting 
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